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Part A Some words are missing in the following conversations.
Look at the list and fill in the blanks with the appropriate words. (2 points)

1. [Zahra] Why don't they help to solve AIDS in the world?
[Maryam] In my ………………., very few people really understand the problem.
2. [Haniyeh] Are you going to Baoodeh village?
[Sadaf] Yes, I need to go there, but I have no ……………….. of transport.
3. [Elham] What did you learn from your trip to Hajikola?
[Hadis] I understood cultures ……………… between Tashtbandan and there.
4. [Halimeh] Oral presentation is very hard.
[Mr. Zakeri] I agree, but don't be afraid to make mistakes. Be ………………when
speaking English.

vary
addicts
experience
servings
attack
means
confident
gained
prevent

5. [Zahra] Do you eat much fast food, Fereshteh? You were thin last year!
[Feresteh] Interestingly no. I ……………. weight by doing daily exercises.
6. [Dr. Kiany] Take more care of your projects. There's nothing to ………………… him from copying.
[Me] Yes, sir.
7. [Yalda] What happened to your neighbor in Mollakola?
[Fatemeh] He died of a heart …………….. when he was at the family party.
8. [Fazeleh] How many heroin ……………… are there in Kheshtsar?
[Sajedeh] I really don't know. I guess only a few.

Part B Understanding Grammar
Fill in the blanks with appropriate
"measure words". (1 points)
There are many uncountable words for food
in English. Native speakers often use words
such as ‘a bag of, ‘two slices of’, or ‘a piece
of’ with uncountable nouns. This usually
happens when they go shopping. They may
bottles
ask for two ……………
of water, a
………..… of sugar, a ……....…. of bread, or
two ………..…… of meat. In a coffee shop,
they may order a cup of tea, a ………….……
of cake, or a glass of juice. If a foreign
learner uses uncountable words wrongly,
English speakers may not understand them
well. So when you learn English, be very
careful about this important point.

Sara is not good at tenses. While writing this
passage, she made 4 mistakes. Can you
correct them? (1 points)
New medicines and medical inventions have save
the lives of many people. They have let people have
a happy life and live longer. New medicines such as
anti-cancer drugs and new antibiotics has cured
many patients.
Some technological inventions have helped doctors
to check people’s health condition. They have find
keys to the secrets of the human body. New
technologies already have helped doctors to
understand how diseases develop.

Part C Writing
A. Unscramble the sentences. (1.5 points)
1. An effective way to enjoy a better lifestyle ………………………………………… .
[ relationships / is having / with others / healthy ]
2. ………………………………………………………… speak Chinese.
[ one billion / people / more than / in the world ]

B. Look at the picture and write appropriate sentences. (1 point)
………………………………………………………………………………… English since 1372.

C. Reza wrote the following sentences, but he made some mistakes when he
used the suffixes and prefixes. Find and correct his mistakes. (1.5 points)
1. [Ali] She ate three plates of spaghetti and a dessert?
[Maryam] That's unpossible. I don't believe it!
2. [Reihaneh] What is your idea of perfect happily?
[Mona] I'd really like to study in Tehran University.
3. [Ms. Tavakkoli] Who's that man?
[Ms. Niku] You don't know him? For real? He Babak Saberian.
He is a translation in IRIB.

Part D Reading Comprehension (4 points)
Why do Moallemkolaees love apples?
Moallemkola is a big village in Mahmoodabad, Mazandaran. It is said that the
villagers love apples. Actually, they are famous for it. Recently, we did a research to
understand why this fruit is very important to them. One of the students who is from this
village has given a lecture about apples. Here is what she said:
Apple is one of the healthiest parts of our food. From the earliest times, people of
the world had a lot of fruits. According to historians, the main source of apples is the
cold regions of northern Europe, and from there this valuable and useful fruit is
transferred to other parts of the world. Apple is one of the fruits that was recognized
before other fruits. Human civilization has long been linked to apple. Above all, it
is a sign of love, friendship, beauty, happiness, well-being, wisdom, joy, strength,
and so on. Apples are of very different types. People who regularly eat apples will
increase their well-being. In addition, it prevents the occurrence of many diseases
that are due to the lack of vital elements.
Here are some other facts about apples in her presentation:
In general, apples help improve respiration, treatment and prevention of asthma.
They also help to treat anemia (anemia), improve diabetes, and increase vision.
Apples help to increase intelligence, prevention, and treatment of Alzheimer's
disease. They reduce blood cholesterol and the risk of heart attacks. Apples make
you hungry later. They support digestive system, and fight cancer.
1. What is the main idea of this passage? ………………………………………………………………………. .
2. Where did apples come from? ……………………………………………………………………………… .
3. Why do Moallemkolaees love apples? ……………………………………………………………………….. .
4. The word "their" in the 2nd paragraph refers to …………... . a)apples b)types
c)people
d)diseases
5. What is the closest meaning of "linked" in the 2nd paragraph? a)connected b)different c)related d)limited
6. According to the passage, there were other fruits before apples. True( ) False( )
7. Apples increase our hunger. True( ) False( )
Good Luck
8. Apples make us clever. True( ) False( )
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